
Introduction

The Leisure Activities ESL Lesson Plan introduces students to vocabulary and

expressions related to leisure activities, enhancing their ability to discuss hobbies

and free-time pursuits. This lesson plan is essential for ESL learners as it not only

improves their language skills but also provides practical, everyday language that

they can use in various social settings. With the focus on leisure activities, students

can engage in discussions about their hobbies and pastimes, allowing them to

express themselves more confidently in English. Additionally, the topic offers a fun

and relatable way for students to incorporate new vocabulary into their lexicon.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Hobby An activity done regularly in one's leisure time for pleasure.

Leisure The use of free time for enjoyment and relaxation.

Pastime
An activity that someone does regularly for enjoyment in their spare

time.

Recreation (Activity) done for enjoyment when one is not working.

Outdoor

activities

Physical activities that are conducted outdoors, typically in a natural

environment.

Contextual Usage



1. When discussing hobbies, you can say, “One of my favorite hobbies is painting. I

find it very relaxing.”

2. Leisure activities allow us to take a break from our routine. For example, “I enjoy

reading as my leisure activity after work.”

3. You could say, “Gardening is a popular pastime among elderly people as it keeps

them physically and mentally active.”

4. Recreation helps alleviate stress - “Many individuals find hiking to be the

perfect recreation during weekends.”

5.“Outdoor activities such as hiking and cycling promote physical fitness while

also allowing individuals to connect with nature.”

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick start the Leisure Activities ESL lesson, begin with a fun "Match the Hobby"

activity. Prepare flashcards with images or names of various hobbies and pastimes

such as painting, playing music, gardening, hiking, etc. Divide the class into pairs or

small groups and distribute the flashcards. Each pair/group then matches the hobby

to its corresponding description (e.g., "This hobby involves creating art on canvas"

matches with "painting"). This activity not only introduces vocabulary related to

leisure activities but also encourages communication and teamwork among

students.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Hobby Charades

Begin by writing various leisure activities on slips of paper (painting, gardening,

playing football, etc.). Have students take turns drawing a slip and then acting out

the leisure activity without speaking while the others guess what it is. This not only

reinforces the vocabulary but also encourages movement and creativity.



Listening Exercise: Leisure Activity Interviews

Pair up the students and have them interview each other about their favorite leisure

activities. One student asks questions while the other responds. Then they switch

roles. This exercise allows students to practice listening skills while learning about

each other's hobbies.

Roleplay: Planning a Leisure Day Out

Divide the class into small groups and assign each group a budget. Their task is to

plan a leisure day out within that budget. Each member must contribute by

suggesting activities such as going to the movies, having a picnic in the park, or

visiting an art exhibition. The groups then present their planned days out to the

class.

Reading and Writing: Hobby Presentation

Ask each student to prepare a short presentation about their favorite hobby or

pastime at home before giving them an opportunity to present it in front of class

members. Encourage everyone else to take notes as this will promote active

listening and provide opportunities for follow-up discussions based on what was

presented.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students are tasked with creating a poster or a short written piece

about their favorite leisure activity. They can include a description of the activity,

why they enjoy it, and any related vocabulary. Encouraging them to be creative in

their presentation will further solidify their understanding of the lesson content.

Additionally, if possible, students can also be encouraged to present their posters or

written pieces in the next class for additional speaking practice and peer feedback.



Conclusion

Summary

The Leisure Activities ESL Lesson Plan covered vocabulary related to hobbies and

leisure pursuits, incorporating engaging activities to enhance comprehension.

Reflection

Take a moment to think about how the new vocabulary and expressions can be

incorporated into your everyday conversations. Consider discussing your hobbies

with friends or classmates using the language learned in this lesson. Reflect on how

practicing these skills will contribute to your overall language development and

confidence in speaking English.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Relevance to Everyday Life

Leisure activities are a universal topic that everyone can relate to, making it highly

engaging and practical for ESL learning. Discussing hobbies and free-time pursuits

not only enhances language skills but also encourages students to express

themselves in English.

Versatility in Language Application



This topic allows for the introduction of a wide range of vocabulary, idiomatic

expressions, and conversational phrases related to leisure activities. It provides an

opportunity for students to practice speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills

within a familiar context.

Cultural Understanding

Exploring leisure activities can provide insight into the cultural aspects of different

hobbies around the world. This fosters an appreciation for diversity while

broadening students' understanding of various pastimes across different countries

and communities.


